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Destabilised worlds require different policy approaches 
and solutions  
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Mike’s Short List of Asymmetrical & Systemic Issues 

Climate & Life System Changes

From Fossil Fuels to Renewables

AI

Unsustainable Industrial Food Complex

 Urbanised World Rules

Globalisation is Changing

Populations are Aging

Information is in Echo Chambers

Radical Uncertainty is the result of our 
incomplete knowledge of the world, or about 
the connection between our present actions 
and their future outcomes 

John Kay & Mervyn King (2020) 
Radical Uncertainty
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Different Times need New Conversations and Shared Learning about 
Pluriversal world making  



Having identified 7 specific shapers of 
the tourism sector, we concluded that 
the low cost /  high volume / extractive (% 
of funds repatriated) model was broken 
and that it was unlikely to ever come back 
in its entirety. 

As a result both the processes of restart 
and rethink (repositioning) needed to 
respond and adapt to this changing 
reality.
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Source: Tourism Context Shapers

Policy Shapers: 
Do we have a shared view of what is/will shape the policy space? 

Major Changes to Systems almost always come from Outside the System 
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Policy Focus: 
Do we have a shared understanding of the system in question ?

Representation of the Emergent Tourism Space 
Source: Chôra Foundation - UNDP Thailand 
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Market

Position: Diversification - Make it Local

Go where local communities create business 
models leveraging their community assets, such as 
food and culture, empowering the community to 
generate value from its distinctiveness

Governance

Position: Shared Tourism Direction

Go where ministries and national 
administrations align on a shared vision, 
and take coordinated action to strengthen 
the tourism economy, leveraging 
sustainability principles

Position: Destination Planning

Go where government and investors are 
taking a tourist and sustainability 
centred-approach to destination planning, 
to ensure local communities are prepared 
for and benefit from tourism activity

Tourism Market x Biodiversity

Position: Biodiversity and Future Tourism

Go where government and private sector and 
partnering to implement models for 
protecting biodiversity and the environment, 
while creating business opportunities

Information & Intelligence

Position: Digital Reach

Go where locals and government are using 
different forms of exchange to create 
secure & safe spaces, where tourists can 
experience Egypt and shareback positive 
stories

Position: Trust in Safety

Go where businesses leverage digital and 
technology to reach push diverse offers to 
market, generating economic value from 
diversification

Narrative

Position: Changing Narrative

Go where youth and tourism workers share 
stories of local food and culture, creating 
new images and narratives that capture 
the diversity of egypt

Policy Direction : Intent & Positions
Are we clear about what effects we want  achieve
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Some options exist in other spaces

Policy Intelligence: What do we need to learn before we
    articulate the policy (Learning Options)

With respect to Phuket the first 
set of indicative options are:

● Intelligence generation to 
navigate volatility

● Intelligence on tourism 
worker benefit flows

● Capability building to 
foster bottom-up solutions 
to clone tourism

● Deep demonstration of 
“Flower Market” type offer 
in Phuket

and the final option on creating 
a shared long-term vision of a 
different kind of tourism 
offering in a ‘no normal’ world.

● Forging a new identity
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Policy Argument & Advocacy : 2nd Order Change
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Thank you


